Decorative, organic and organ-like shapes, densely layered in
Quacky Green Girl, play off more minimal and contrasting
achromatic and chromatic valued shapes in Pinky Honey. In the
latter painting, the prominent womb-like taped mark directly
references the exact measure and color of tape, a nod to
post-modernist exposing of process.

Ossein and Ossein 2 - 5 (2012), incorporate the projected shape
of a bone Robichaud found at the ocean’s edge by her home. The
bone, strung up, enlarged, and projected onto canvas, acts as a
metaphor for the body and personal loss, specifically a familial
death. As a symbolic device, the bone is integral to the Ossein
series and points to a shift in Robichaud’s compositional focus.
In these paintings, the introduction of colored lines – positive,
negative, and implied, are sequenced, framed, or tethered to
clusters of layered biomorphic shapes. In Ossein 3, she uses
sequenced lines to imply the bone, juxtaposing them against her
more familiar layering of curvilinear shapes. A curved,
unbilical-like pink neon line tethers positive forms across large
expanses of negative canvas in Ossein 3.
The projection of shadows in Double Life, evident in the Ossein
series, serves as a metaphor for Robichaud’s double life, pointing
to those elusive, revelatory moments the creation of art provides.
Shadows, intangible and spiritually charged, contrast with
tangible objects that represent the familiar domestic
activities of everyday life.
A performance by the artist enacted during the exhibition
opening consists of stringing up the bone used in her Ossein
series so that it is suspended over a plinth fashioned out of old
crib parts and attached to a small platform. Robichaud mixes
containers of pigment and, standing on a ladder, pours the
liquid paint over the bone and onto the plinth below. The process
is repeated with pre-mixed containers of neutral, saturated, and
fluorescent hues as the paint pools and coalesces against the
lip of the platform.
Robichaud says of the performance, “I see the pour as a
performative signifier. A window into process…into my daily life
in the studio. I want the audience to experience both the
mundane tasks of preparation and the thrill of the wet paint as it
falls and pools.” This public and spiritually significant act
references the artist’s personal narrative and provides completion
and closure to the Double Life series.
The evolution of hard-edged, abstract forms in Robichaud’s
paintings, from her early work to her current production —
poured, scraped, grafted, and painted, and the inclusion of
objects specific to the artist, as seen in Double Life, continues to
motivate and inform the direction of her work. It is hoped viewers
will recognize, and be challenged to examine, correspondences
in their own lives with the conceptual constructs presented in
Double Life.
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Ladylike, 2012, acrylic on canvas,
40 X 40in

“Double Life encompasses
the myriad of roles that I play
as a wife, mother and artist
and highlights the duality
between mundane routines
and internal tension to
epiphany and exhilaration.

”

Ossein , 2012, acrylic on canvas,105 X 75in

Quacky Green Girl , 2011, acrylic on canvas,
105 X 75in

As a painting instructor and Golden working artist for
Golden Artist Colors, Robichaud is deeply conversant with the
manipulation and properties of acrylic paint. Measured marks
consisting of viscous heavy matte and heavy gloss gels are taped
to hold a tight, raised edge. The time intensive, Zen-like, ritualistic
act of taping providing a transition from domestic to creative life,
allows for contemplation and reflection on design and technique.

Double Life, a series of acrylic paintings by Nanaimo artist
Sara Robichaud, is an exploration of media and technique, shaped
and informed by objects of personal and symbolic significance in
the artist’s life.

Ossein 2, 2012, acrylic on canvas,105 X 75in

Notions of the body, familial relationships, and place and memory
inherent in objects of personal significance, are explored within
the prescribed parameters of Robichaud’s process-based
aesthetic. Formal considerations are further informed by intensely
personal and symbolic objects; a toilet seat, lace, and a bone,
respectively associated with domesticity, birth, and death, which,
when projected, stenciled, layered, and implied, infuse the
paintings with new meaning, and act as catalysts for conceptual
and compositional innovation. The traces of these objects on the
canvas, concrete and ephemeral, serve as foundational elements,
anchors, or memory triggers.

In her ongoing examination of abstraction, Robichaud juxtaposes
and entwines biomorphic and hard-edged forms that seep into
raw canvas, or form sculptural elements on its surface. Chromatic
experimentation, evident in the lush tapestry of surface texture,
brilliance, and luminosity, is both visceral and seductive.
The phrase “double life,” often synonymous with duplicity, carries
an entirely different connotation in this work. It alludes to both
the state of consciousness evidenced in the artist’s creative alter
ego, and her separate, yet intrinsically interwoven family life and
experiences.
Robichaud’s artistic endeavour — intensely personal, introspective
and isolated on the one hand, is physically and conceptually
enmeshed with her familial environs and domestic life, and speaks
to the real challenges, sacrifices and conflicted emotions a double
life implies.
“Double Life,” Robichaud writes, “encompasses the myriad
of roles that I play as a wife, mother and artist and highlights
the duality between mundane routines and internal tension to
epiphany and exhilaration. The paintings become part of my life,
and are not separate from its most personal or pivotal moments
acting to reflect emotional and physical memories.”

Pinky Honey, 2012, acrylic on canvas, 75 X 105in

Robichaud utilizes creative methods and constructed adaptations
in her application and manipulation of pigment. She describes
her process thus: “I have long been fascinated by the properties
of paint, gravity, pressure when used as a function of a decisive
formal action; pouring, dragging, scraping, taping.” Surface
dynamics of paint and resulting collaged or object-like forms —
organic and rectilinear, saturated and neutralized, opaque and
transparent, actual and implied, advancing and receding — signify
another kind of duality. The surface brilliance and luminance,
whether neon or iridescent, alludes to popular culture — textiles,
signage, road markings, and the commercialism of modern
pigments with their slick allure.

Robichaud asserts that, “The impetus of my process is an
intuitively chosen meaningful object. The experience is tangible,
happening spontaneously and informed by aesthetic preference.
Intentional references are also at play in passages that I find
interesting, awkward or beautiful. The forms are almost always
organic and point to the body.”
Stenciled lace — opaque, semi-transparent and embossed in
Ladylike (2012), Pinky Honey (2012), and Quacky Green Girl
(2011), mesh with biomorphic forms in complementary layered
hues, and reference the act of cocooning and the epiphany of
motherhood. Forms in Quacky Green Girl connect and fold into
one another, delineating the female form and anatomy.

